DATA PROTECTION
Secure data encryption

flexible - safe - legally compliant

Encryption of hard disks, files and directories, mobile data media
fulfils compliance requirements from the data protection regulations like European GDPR
adaptable to individual company conditions
suitable for centrally controlled company-wide rollout
simple and secure recovery of encrypted information and emergency logon procedures
in case of lost access data
personalized dashboards, simple and comprehensive system monitoring through
a modern web interface
fully integrated into the DriveLock Zero Trust Platform
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Corporate data in the crosshairs of attackers.
Data is one of the most important company assets. Special attention is therefore applied to its protection. The
government and security authorities considerably raise awareness for the dangers to which data is exposed: Theft
or loss of devices and mobile data media, misuse of access authorizations, manipulation of information, disclosure of
information worthy of protection.
We will help you to protect your data accordingly!

Sensitive data needs protection.
In the digital age, companies are dependent on reliable and secure information. The loss of confidential and important information can cause considerable financial damage, as well as a loss of reputation and trust. Therefore, data protection is a top
priority for companies. Sources of danger include:
• non-authorized access,
• manipulation,
• theft and also
• accidental loss.
Statutory requirements are high: Data Protection regulations (such as European GDPR) specify the organisational and technical measures to be taken to ensure an appropriate level of personal data protection during the processing. These regulations
are specified in different countries more decisively through recommendations for e.g. the encryption of notebooks or external
storage media.
This is where the Zero Trust security approach comes into play: In modern IT security concepts, no user, device, access or
application is trustworthy from the outset, always according to the motto „Never trust, always verify“ All information should
be encrypted and protected from unauthorized access. A decryption should only be possible for authorised and appropriately
authenticated users.

With DriveLock data encryption, you are always on the safe side.

The encryption modules of the DriveLock Zero Trust platform.
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DriveLock Disk Protection

DriveLock File Protection

DriveLock Encryption 2-Go

Transparent and fast hard disk encryption

Transparent file and directory encryption

Transparent encryption of removable
media such as USB sticks, CD/DVD or
removable hard drives

DriveLock BitLocker Management
Microsoft BitLocker hard disk encryption
- supplemented with important additional functions
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DriveLock Disk Protection
If you lose your notebook or it is stolen, the Windows password of your PC could get into the wrong hands: Incidents
that give potential attackers quick and easy access to your data. How do you prepare for this?
DriveLock‘s hard disk encryption (DriveLock Disk Protection) meets the legal requirements of the data protection regulations
like GDPR in Europe for personal data

The advantages of DriveLock Disk Protection at a glance:
reliable, fast initial encryption of the entire hard disk or individual partitions, without any hidden back doors
authentication for a decryption via Pre-Boot Authentication (PBA), multi-user and multi-language capable
identification via user name & password, or via two factor authentication (with smartcards / tokens) possible
use of PBA authentication for single sign-on with an easy integration of Microsoft‘s Active Directory service
Network Unlock simplifies the user logon and recovery procedures, and enables so-called “Self-Service Devices”
to completely encrypt devices such as ATMs

DriveLock File Protection
The encryption of an entire storage medium is not economically or technically sensible or even possible in all cases.
But even within a company, particularly sensitive data (personnel/works council data or similar) must be protected
against unauthorized access, e.g. by privileged users such as administrators.
This is exactly the protection DriveLock‘s file and directory encryption (DriveLock File Protection) provides. It enables the encryption of directories independent from the privileged users who are also unable to influence the encryption, whereas the
administration of these directories is only possible for a group of people who have or must have access to this data - which
makes it ideal for project teams, works councils and the management.

The advantages of DriveLock File Protection at a glance:
can be implemented as a user or group-based encryption of files - easy to configure and applicable company-wide
deployable on the local computer, a central directory of a server in the company, an external USB data carrier or
with a cloud-based service like Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive or Google Drive
available for Windows and Mac operating systems (cross-platform support)
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DriveLock Encryption 2-Go
The exchange of data is very often performed with the help of mobile data carriers such as USB memory sticks. However, the risk of data loss is particularly high with this type of media, whether through accidental loss or theft. Data can
also be copied unnoticed within a few seconds without the person concerned noticing.
The Encryption 2-Go module encrypts data on external drives for the end user securely and, if desired, also transparently. At
the same time, you will thereby meet the legal requirements for the protection of confidentiality and integrity, and effectively
implement the measures proposed for the protection of external media.

The advantages of DriveLock Encryption 2-Go at a glance:
encryption of files on external storage media (USB sticks, CD/DVD or external hard drives)
managed encryption according to predefined corporate policies
detection of drives already encrypted with BitLocker To Go
container-based encryption or directory encryption
configurable user selection dialogs when connecting external drives

DriveLock BitLocker Management
DriveLock BitLocker Management is the expansion of the Microsoft BitLocker hard disk encryption with key features that significantly improve its handling.

ADDITIONALLY OFFERED BY DRIVELOCK
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All encryption solutions are centrally managed and configured via the DriveLock Management Console (DMC).
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The DriveLock Operations Centre (DOC) provides dashboards with extensive reporting and data analysis
capabilities that can be configured flexibly.
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Settings in the Management Console are automatically distributed as policies to all clients on the „agents“.
The functionality of various modules is guaranteed without a connection to the company network
(offline capability).
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Easy connection to existing Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems possible
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Anonymization of personal data

Everything from a single source:
DriveLock offers data encryption as a building block of its Zero Trust Platform to implement a comprehensive security
strategy.
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